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Energy release of E ~1051 erg / Generation of the shocked layer 
/ heavy element production

Significant effect on the interstellar environment 

Shock interaction with molecular clouds 
Ø Amplification of turbulence and magnetic fields

(e.g., Inoue+12; Sano+10,13)

Ø The recombining plasma formation 
by the thermal conduction into surrounding Molecular Clouds
�e.g., Matsumura+17; Okon+18�

Ø Compression / heating up of shocked molecular clouds

Ø Enhancement of the CI abundance

Shock interaction with the interstellar gas 2



Ø Amplification of turbulence and magnetic fields
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Ø The recombining plasma formation 
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Shock interaction with the interstellar gas

image�Norm.(RPcold)/Norm.(RPhot)
contour : 12CO(J =2-1)/12CO(J =1-0)  

IC 443: Matsumura+17

Schematic picture 
of the shock-cloud interaction model: Inoue+12
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Compression / heating up of shocked molecular clouds

+ OH maser

The CO2-1/1-0 ratios are enhanced toward the shocked gas.

CO(J =2-1)/CO(J =1-0) ratio map 

W44 (Yoshiike+13)
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Shocked gas has high temperature and/or high density. 



Distribution of CI and CO in SNR W51

Integrated intensity map of CO(3-2) 

W51 (Arikawa Doctor Thesis 99)

Integrated intensity map of CI(3P1-3P0) 

ü The distribution of CI(3P1-3P0) emission 
is very similar to that of 12CO(J = 3-2).

Ø The cloud may consists of numerous small clumps.
Ø UV-radiation penetrates throughout the molecular cloud.
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The enhancement of CI abundance by SNR shock

Integrated intensity map of CI(3P1-3P0) 
W51 (Arikawa Doctor Thesis 99)
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ü The distribution of CI(3P1-3P0) emission 
is very similar to that of 12CO(J = 3-2).



The enhancement of CI abundance by SNR shock

Integrated intensity map of CI(3P1-3P0) 
W51 (Arikawa Doctor Thesis 99)

shocked gas (OH maser)
CI/CO ratio  ~0.63

Ø CI/CO ratio of shocked gas is higher 
than that toward HII region. 
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ü The distribution of CI(3P1-3P0) emission 
is very similar to that of 12CO(J = 3-2).

This might imply that 
SN shock enhances the CI abundance.



The enhancement of CI abundance by SNR shock

Integrated intensity map of CI(3P1-3P0) 
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ü The distribution of CI(3P1-3P0) emission 
is very similar to that of 12CO(J = 3-2).

This might imply that 
SN shock enhances the CI abundance.

To reveal the enhancement of CI abundance, 
it is necessary to verify it in the region 

reflecting only the shock effect. 

... It is difficult to distinguish the effect of shock and that of stellar feedback
because W51 is located in the star forming region and Galactic plane.

�We focus on the SNRs
in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).

...Face on galaxy
There is less contamination than Galactic objects.
üIt is easy to identify the interacting gas

and to check whether stellar radiation field exists or not.



!"#$$$, &"#$$$ =
05*26-00.40, −66205-020

distance ~ 50 kpc (Feast+99)
Age ~5000 yr (Park+12)
Diameter 1.4 arcmin (Badenes+10)

p Core-collapse SNR
p soft gamma-ray repeater (SGR) 0526-66 

(Cline+82)
p Discovery of recombining plasma 

(Uchida+15)
p Synchrotron X-ray has not been reported
p Discovery of molecular cloud associated 

with the SNR (Banas+97, ~5 pc resolution). 

Supernova Remnant (SNR) N49

l One of the brightest SNRs in the LMCThree-color >ℎ@ABC@ ACIS image 
contour: Mopra 12CO(J = 1-0) 
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By analyzing ALMA CO data, 
distribution of shocked gas was revealed in detail. (Yamane+18)



ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)

ALMA cycle 3 12CO(J = 1-0) observation data 

ALMA Cycle 3 Band 3 (86-116 GHz)
PI Jacco van Loon

Date 2016.1.12, 18

antennas 49 (12-m)

beam size ~3”. 2×2”. 2
(0.8×0.5 pc at 50 kpc)

rms noise 0.07 K
velocity resolution 0.4 km s67
line 78CO ; = 1 − 0
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Three-color ?ℎABCDA ACIS image 
contour: Mopra 12CO(J = 1-0) 



Distribution of ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) 

CO clump 
ü Clumps  : 21 
ü Size : 1 − 2 pc
ü Mass : 10' − 10( M☉

Mopra 12CO(J = 1-0) image�ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) 281 − 292 km s/0
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Distribution of the CO and hard X-ray 
281 − 292 km s)*Mopra 12CO(J = 1-0) image�ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) 

contour: hard X-ray (2.0-7.0 keV)

Peaks of X-ray emission are spatially anti-correlated with that of CO emission 
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Distribution of the CO and Radio continuum
281 − 292 km s)*Mopra 12CO(J = 1-0) image�ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) 

contour : Radio continuum (1.4 GHz)

Peak of radio continuum is surrounded by CO emission.
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Comparing the CO and X-ray/radio continuum

hard X-ray (2-7 keV) Radio continuum(1.4 GHz)
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• The enhancement of synchrotron radiation was caused 
by the magnetic field amplification through the Shock-cloud interaction

• The recombining plasma formation by the thermal conduction 
into surrounding molecular clouds (e.g., Matsumura et al. 2017, Okon et al. 2018)

(e.g., Sano et al. 2017, Yamane et al. 2018)



12CO(J = 3-2/1-0) ratio
ASTE 12CO(J = 3-2)/Mopra 12CO(J = 1-0) ratio map

The molecular cloud 
nearer the shock surface 
has higher 12CO(J = 3-2/1-0) ratio. 

Resolution�45’’

Molecular cloud toward the southeastern side of N49
	���������	��������������
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(Yamane+18)
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It implies that 
SN shocks heated up 
the molecular cloud.



ALMA proposal plan [N 49]� Observation line

Band 7

ü �����: 12CO(J = 3-2), 13CO(J = 3-2)
ü ��	���
���: 1.0’’ (most compact configuration)

Band 8

ü �����:  CI(3P1-3P0)
ü ��	���
����: 2.9’’ (ACA stand alone)

1 arcsec ~ 0.24 pc @ N49

pTo verify the enhancement of the CI abundance
• Observational results of CI(3P1-3P0) and CO(J = 3-2) can be compared directly 

with the results of CI/CO ratio toward W51 by Arikawa Doctor Thesis 1999.

pTo verify the compression / heating up of the molecular clouds 
• In addition to CO(J = 1-0) data, obtaining the high resolution CO(J = 3-2) data 

will reveal the temperature and density distribution of molecular clouds by LVG analysis.
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image�ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) 
contour: hard X-ray(2.0-7.0 keV)



pTo verify the enhancement of the CI abundance
• Observational results of CI(3P1-3P0) and CO(J = 3-2) can be compared directly 

with the results of CI/CO ratio toward W51 by Arikawa Doctor Thesis 1999.

pTo verify the compression / heating up of the molecular clouds 
• In addition to CO(J = 1-0) data, obtaining the high resolution CO(J = 3-2) data 

will reveal the temperature and density distribution of molecular clouds by LVG 
analysis.

ALMA proposal plan [N 49]� Observation line
W51 (Arikawa Doctor Thesis 99)

Line profiles of 12CO(J = 3-2) & CI(3P1-3P0)

Correlation plot 
between 12CO(J = 3-2) & CI(3P1-3P0)
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pTo verify the enhancement of the CI abundance
• Observational results of CI(3P1-3P0) and CO(J = 3-2) can be compared directly 

with the results of CI/CO ratio toward W51 by Arikawa Doctor Thesis 1999.

pTo verify the compression / heating up of the molecular clouds 
• In addition to CO(J = 1-0) data, obtaining the high resolution CO(J = 3-2) data 

will reveal the temperature and density distribution of molecular clouds by LVG analysis.

ALMA proposal plan [N 49]� Observation line

ASTE CO3-2/ Mopra CO1-0 ratio
ALMA CO1-0 

N49 (Yamane+18)
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ALMA proposal plan [N 49]� Observation field

���������
����	�

The observation field
including both the shocked and unshocked clouds
was selected by using ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) ����

Band 7 Pointing
12 m: 18

7 m: 7 

Band 8 Pointing
7 m: 11

• Largest Angular Structure : 60’’ 

50’’
30’’

image�ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) 
contour: hard X-ray (2.0-7.0 keV)

unshocked gas

shocked gas
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ALMA proposal plan [N 49]� Sensitivity
12CO(J = 1-0) clump (Yamane+18)

ü Intensity� ~3.5-11.5 K 
ü Velocity width� ~1.5-4.0 km/s

ü 12CO(J = 3-2/1-0) ratio ~0.4-0.6 

ü CI/12CO(J = 3-2)  ratio ~0.3-0.6 

1.4 K ×0.3 = 0.42 [K]
CI(3P1-3P0) 
Desired mosaic sensitivity�0.08 K

12CO(J = 3-2) 
Desired mosaic sensitivity�0.28 K

3.5 K ×0.4 = 1.4 [K]

= 1.4 [K] / 5

N49: ASTE CO3-2/ Mopra CO1-0 ratio

W51: Correlation plot 
between 12CO(J = 3-2) & CI(3P1-3P0)

(Yamane+18)

(Arikawa Doctor Thesis 99)
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~ 0.42 [K] / 5



ALMA proposal plan [N 49]� time estimation

• Band 7
12CO(J = 3-2), 13CO(J = 3-2)
����
�
�
��: 0.28 K / 1 km s-1

������
�: 1.0 arcsec 
Largest angular structure: 60 arcsec

• Band 8
CI(3P1-3P0) 

����
�
�
��: 0.08 K / 1 km s-1

������
�: 2.9 arcsec 
Largest angular structure: 60 arcsecimage�ALMA 12CO(J = 1-0) 

contour: hard X-ray(2.0-7.0 keV)

12-m : 40.72 min
ACA 7-m : 16.46 h
ACA TP :   1.17 d

Band 7 & 8  Total Times

��������
��	
���
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